INTERNATIONAL FAIR OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN DIABETES

ATTD 2024 Tech Fair is the place where start-ups and emerging companies will be displaying cutting-edge technologies and medical devices for diabetes treatment. Join us in Florence, Italy for an exciting competition, a brand-new workshop and an enhanced Tech Fair. Be at the forefront of this constantly evolving discipline.

Coming soon!
Start-up Competition and Workshop for Start-ups
Look out for more details on the ATTD website.

6-9 MARCH 2024, FLORENCE, ITALY
The International Fair of New Technologies Diabetes will open a venue to:

1. Gather researchers from the academic world, key opinion leaders and fellow inventors who are keen to learn about new Research and Development findings enabling them to exchange views and ideas.

2. Link new inventions to potential industrial companies in the field or investors interested in funding for further development or commercialization of inventions or products.

3. Draw the attention of entrepreneurs, venture capital companies and put inventions, designs, and products in the limelight.

4. Create opportunities for network building between international inventors and scientists worldwide to maximize the exposure.

Take your invention to the next level!

Benefit from presenting your innovations to experts as well as prospective clients:

- Join key opinion leaders and fellow inventors as they discuss the latest R&D findings.
- Gain access to leading companies and investors interested in funding the next major invention.
- Introduce your work to entrepreneurs, whose venture capital can turn your idea into a reality.
- Network with inventors and scientists from all over the world.
- Maximize exposure for products and technologies by presenting them to a global audience.
SIGN UP TODAY FOR THIS EXCITING PACKAGE

Special price for start-up companies:
€ 700 (+VAT)

- 4sqm shell scheme exhibition booth including a table with 2 chairs and company name on fascia
- 10-minute presentation (scheduled in the program) during one of the coffee breaks of the Conference
- Two exhibitor badges
- Option to take part in the competition and workshop
- Company logo on Conference website, onsite signage and in printed program
- Logo and 100-word company / product profile in the ATTD 2024 App

GET IN TOUCH

For bookings and further information, please contact:
Judit Gondor
Industry Liaison & Business Excellence Manager
jgondor@kenes.com +41 22 908 0488 ext. 531

Please read the full Terms & Conditions here